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With the plans developed in genome sequencing and a breakthrough in the 
measurement of molecular structure, large quantities of biological data on genes have 
been accumulated by the biological world. Biologists are required to analyze and 
process the continuously increased biological data with the new bioinformatics 
algorithms and tools so as to make full use of the data. Therefore, the technology of 
data mining has a huge potential in prediction of gene function and discovery of new 
genes. This present thesis is a study on the clustering of sequence through data mining, 
and identification of the sequence of the position of poly (A) valuable clustering, 
which can serve as the first step of research in gene expression data. 
This thesis presents a method to identify the model plant Arabidopsis poly(A) 
site based on the Self-Organizing Map (SOM). SOM is a widely used unsupervised 
learning neural network in fuzzy clustering, which adjusts the indefinite weight 
through a huge number of Self-Organizing training data. The visualization of SOM 
can judge the poly(A) site of sequence directly. Based on the research of Arabidopsis, 
first I get the nucleotide distributing character around the Arabidopsis poly(A) sites 
using some statistical methods combined with the knowledge about the known 
cis-elements, then I translate the sequence into numbers; secondly, I build a test model 
through SOM, which can get fuzzy clustering of sequence through training, and judge 
the sequence if it has site. In addition, I have developed a method to find the accurate 
position of poly(A) site. At last, I assess the model via test data. The shining spot of 
the thesis is predicting whether the sequence has a poly(A) site or has many poly(A) 
sites.  
The Sn of test is 91.13%. It demonstrates that the method to identify poly(A) site 
based on SOM is feasible and effective. I also use it to analyze thousands of data with 
the accuracy of 63%. We can predict the accurate position of poly(A) site based on the 













reduce the heavy work in biological lab. These results should be of great significance 
for further analysis of gene expression.  
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含大量的数据。例如，2004 年 2 月 15 日发布的数据库GenBank[4]第 140 版本中
的DNA序列总量己经达到 32549400 条，超过 37893844733 亿碱基对;在 2004 年
3 月 27 日发布的数据库SwissProt [5]第 43 版本中记录己达 146720 条，包含






















增长的态势。如在每年 1 月份出版的《Nucleic Acids Research》杂志公布的主要































































（1）形态个体小，高度只有 3Ocm 左右； 
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